
 
 
 
 

Piggyback 
Profits 

 
By Will Riley  

 

--- IMPORTANT --- 
 

Read this report before you buy another product, read another 

sales pitch, or try any other online money making method. 
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Who I Am and Why You 

Should Listen to Me 
 

My name is Will Riley and I am an Internet Marketer 

from Sydney, Australia. I have been marketing online 

since way back in 2001.  

 

Over the last few years I have sold over 25,000 

products, had 4 of my products voted as best sellers, 

earnt as much as $30,000 in just 1 day, and helped 

hundreds of people, just like you, earn their first dollar online. 

 

But unlike most other marketers out there, I like to tell it as it is. Yes, it gets 

me into trouble sometimes but I think you deserve the truth. So if it’s sugar 

coated back-patting you want, I am NOT your man. 

 

I am here to tell you exactly how it is. 

 

The reality is though, I can sit here and tell you how great I am all day 

long—heck, other marketers do it all the time. But none of that matters.  

 

When you are looking to learn from someone else all you should be 

concerned about is results. Have I been able to achieve the sort of results 

you are looking to achieve for yourself? 

 

Well, I will let you be the judge of that…  
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Want to Know How I Consistently 

Get Results Like This? Read on… 
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Reality Check: 

The Way You Are Trying To Make  

Money Online Is NOT Working… 
 

 
(This Isn’t Another Useless Sales Pitch. This Is FREE ADVICE That 

Will Change Your Online Business Perspective Forever…) 

 

 

From: Will Riley 

Internet Marketer 

 

By now, if you’ve found this report, there is a good chance that you have 

tried at least one—and likely more than one way—to make money online. 

 

How’s that working out for you? 

 

I can nearly guarantee that it’s less than perfect. 

 

In fact, for most new online marketers, making money through the internet 

rarely lives up to expectations. 

 

The reason I can bet with confidence that you aren’t making as much money 

as you want online is because the majority of new internet marketers spend 

at least six months trying to make money online.  

 

That’s the point where they start to think it’s all a scam and they give up. 
 

It doesn’t matter if you have been at it six months and you are already at 

the point where you want to give up, or if you are just getting started, you 

need to keep reading and listen to this advice. 

 

It’s that important. 
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Does Any Of This Sound Familiar? 
 

Before you start learning about what you need to do to actually be 

successful, you need to understand that online marketing can actually 

work—regardless of what you’ve experienced.  
 

Seriously, you can make money online. You just have to have the right 

approach. 

 

Now, take a moment and think about what you’ve already tried… 

 

 Did You Start With A “Complete” Guide To Marketing? – Was it 

written by an “expert marketing guru” who already made millions 
through his flawless “system?” Was the system actually flawless? 

 

 Did You Pay Into A “Turn-Key” Product Platform? – A service 

that gave you a product to sell, a website to do it with, a complete, 

ready-to-go sales funnel? Let me guess… that was just a waste of 

money wasn’t it? 

 

 Try Anything Else? – There are more systems, programs, guides, 

eBooks, experts, and marketing guru tips available out there—
products that you can buy to help you make money—than I can 

possibly list. What else have you tried that’s failed? 

 

You’ve already tried some way to make money online. 
 

Chances are, you’ve tried a few. 
 
 

What’s The Point? 

Most Online Marketing Systems Don’t Work 
 

Think about it. 
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It’s impossible for them to work. 

 

There have to be literally thousands—tens of thousands of products—that 

you can buy as a beginner online marketer. 

 

Each of them promising to make you money. 

 

The reality behind these programs is that you aren’t playing the role of 
online marketer. They don’t help make you money, or give you the 
knowledge you need to be successful.  

 

If they did, the real online marketing world would be filled with too many 

successful people for you to ever make a reasonable profit—there would be 

too much competition. 

 

The online marketing gurus who are making real money know this. 

 

And here’s what they’ve done to you… 

 

 

Right Now, You Are NOT The Marketer,  

You Are The Consumer 
 

Online marketing experts and product creators have made you the 

consumer. 

 

They’ve developed a whole industry selling you pre-packaged programs, 

ideas, tools and informational guides. Everything from $9.97 video training 

to complete turn-key systems that cost thousands of dollars. 

 

Smart online marketers know that you want to make money. So they make 

promises and you buy them. 

 

Right now, you are not the marketer, you are the consumer. 
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You are the person shelling money into products that have a low probability 

of ever making you money. 

 
 

Stop Trying To Build a Business Without 

Understanding The BIG PICTURE 
 

If you understood the whole picture—the complete details of how to make 

money online—you would stop buying marketing products, guides, and 

services from the people making money off of you, and people like you, right 

now. 

 

They don’t want you to see the entire picture. 
 

Think about it this way… 

 

They’ve sold you a do-it-yourself package, but the package is incomplete. 

 

It’s like trying to build an ‘assemble at home’ furniture kit from the store 

only to find that the most important screws are missing. It won’t work. 
 

Yes, plenty of online marketing programs come with “100% money back 
guarantees.” If you buy it, open it up and find pieces missing then you can 
ask for your money back. 

 

But unlike the at-home furniture kit, it’s hard to recognize what you are 
missing when you buy an online marketing package. 

 

Right now, you are relying on industry “experts” to give you information and 
details about something—you are trusting people—who don’t want to give 
you the whole picture.  

 

If they did tell you everything, they would be losing money in the long run.  
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Letting you know exactly how to make money online would create more 

competition in the online marketing world and slowly put a dent in a multi-

million dollar consumer base that you are part of. 

 

 

So, What’s The Only Way  
To Make Money? 

 

When it comes down to it, there’s only one way to make money in any 

business. 

 

It’s something that internet marketing gurus who sell online products for you 

to buy don’t want to talk about.  
 

They don’t want to tell you the truth because you’ll end up getting out of the 
cycle that you’re stuck in right now.  

 

And that will cut into their profits. 

 

Your search for an online business that actually works ends when 

you discover that… 

 

You have to have a product or service to sell. 

 

You need to start with that simple concept right now if you ever want to 

have any chance of making money online. 

 

If you aren’t selling a finished product, you can’t make any money.  
 

It’s that simple. 
 

Now, let’s add a level of complexity to this… 
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So You Need A Product 

BUT 
How Do You Find One To Sell? 

 

There are two ways to get a product. 

 

You can create your own OR you can sell someone else’s product. 
 

Now creating products is difficult, especially if you are just getting started in 

online marketing.  

 

I’ve been working online in marketing for over 10 years now, have sold to 

over 25,000+ customers and generated over a million dollars in sales—and I 

still find it very hard to create my own products. 

 

The process is generally too difficult for most people to master. 

 

Even then, when you do get it right, you have to take on the task of selling. 

 

There are very few people that can create AND sell products. For the most 

part, it’s a time and resources issue. You can only sell products as fast as 

you can create them. As the market changes, you have to change and adapt 

your products.  

 

You have to spend the money to develop new ideas and put them into 

production—a huge cost and a massive risk for someone just getting started 

in online marketing. 

 

 

What About Affiliate Marketing? 
 

This is where most online marketers who aren’t product creators start. 
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You might have already tried affiliate marketing yourself.  

 

The idea is pretty simple. You become an affiliate for a business that already 

has a product. It seems like a great idea because you don’t have to do any 

of the product creation. 

 

A business gives you an affiliate link, you drive visitors to that link, surround 

it with content that drives a sale, and you end up with a percentage of 

commission on every sale you make. 

 

Sounds easy enough, right? 

 

 

But There Are Definite 

Downsides You Need to Consider 
 

First, you need to consider the cost and energy of finding customers. 

 

Website traffic is increasingly difficult to get in all niche areas. Most 

businesses with affiliate products that you can promote are also already 

heavily saturated so competition is fierce.  

 

You then need to develop a website and create quality content. 

 

The point is, I see new online marketers all the time who were sold on the 

promise of affiliate marketing only to find themselves losing money. 

 

They have to find freelancers for web design and development, hire 

someone with search engine experience, pay for a writer to create high 

quality content—there are so many variables hidden on the surface that can 

hinder your success.  

 

But the worst part is that with affiliate marketing, you are doing tons of work 

and putting in countless hours in a competitive, saturated market only to 

make another business or product creator rich.  
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You aren’t really building your own business.  
 

Even if you make a 50% commission on affiliate sales, the cost of getting 

traffic and maintaining your website can really eat away at your profits. 

 

 

Take A Lesson From Successful  

Corporate Businesses and Instead Use 

The “Piggyback Business Model” 
 

There’s a third way to make money… and very few people talk about it. 
 

I call it the Piggyback Business Model. 

 

You’ve actually seen it in action and you don’t even know it.  
 

It’s the way big companies like Apple and Amazon are making huge amounts 

of money right now. 

 

Piggyback Business is fairly simple. 

 

You sell a product that someone else has already created. 

 

Apple does it with the iTunes store. They don’t have to create a single 
product. Instead, they provide a marketplace for apps, audio files, and other 

digital media that other people create. 

 

Amazon is an entire business built off of other products. They sell Kindle 

books but they don’t create a single one of them. 
 

Take a look at some of the biggest companies in the world—Subway, 

McDonalds, KFC, Pizza Hut—restaurant chains that sell a menu, a concept, 

and a plan to franchise buyers who handle everything else.  

 

Someone buys the McDonalds “idea” and product and goes out and makes 
money with it. 
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This Is How Online Marketers Who Don’t 
Create Products Are Making Money 

 

A lot of them are using the Piggyback Business Model. 

 

They’ve purchased the rights to products that other people developed and 
they are selling them as their own.  

 

Chances are, you didn’t even know this was going on until now. 

 

It’s the secret behind the most successful businesses and the most 

successful online marketers. 

 

The reason is that it lets you take advantage of the best of both worlds of 

business. You can get started selling a product that you don’t have to create 
AND you get to keep nearly all of the profits. 

 

The Piggyback Business Model is a much more effective business model than 

affiliate marketing because all of the resources you put into your business 

are actually working for YOU and not someone else. 

 

 

The Piggyback Business Model 

Has Many Advantages 
 

There are several clear advantages to the Piggyback Business Model… 

 

 You Can Get Started Right Away – With most Piggyback Business 

Models, everything is already created. You don’t need to develop a 
product and in many cases you don’t need to develop a plan. Think 
about a person opening a McDonald’s franchise restaurant. They don’t 
have to develop anything. It’s a plug and play business! 
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 You Keep The Profit – You end up paying for the rights to a product 

once. That’s it. You aren’t making a commission and building someone 
else’s business. That’s one of the main drawbacks of an affiliate 
marketing program. 

 

 You Keep The Customers – The secret to successful long term online 

business is developing an email list and marketing to it over and over 

again. With the Piggyback Business Model, you end up keeping all your 

customers. You aren’t sending them off to someone else. 
 

 You Are Building Your Own Business – This is the key. With the 

Piggyback Business Model, you are in control of your own business. 

Unlike affiliate marketing, you are putting time and energy into a long-

term plan that benefits you and not someone else.  

 

It really is the perfect business model. 

 

You instantly get a high quality and in demand product that you can sell. You 

don’t have to spend time developing a product. You aren’t working for 
someone else. 

 

AND you build a long-term list of clients for the future. 

 

 

This Is What Internet Marketing Gurus  

Don’t Want You To Know… 
 

Many of the products that internet marketers are offering you right now are, 

in fact, products that they purchased from someone else. 

 

Remember right now, you are a consumer in the online marketing world. 

 

You’re thinking about buying more products that will help you succeed. 

Maybe you’ve already paid for a few. 
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You’re caught in a cycle of buying things to advance your marketing career 
and the products that you are buying are being sold to you by people who 

(in many cases) didn’t even make them. 
 

 

Isn’t It Time You Learned How  
To Actually Make Money? 

 

Want to see the Piggyback Business Model in action? 

 

I recently used the Piggyback Business Model to make $37,801.35 in just 

40 days—without my own product.  

 

And I’ve used it many times in the past to do launches that have 

consistently generated over $30,000 in just 24 hours. 

 

But I sure wasn’t the pioneer of this business model. 
 

A close friend of mine has put together a complete case study for you that 

explains every step of the Piggyback Business Model—in detail. 

 

He has used this exact same system to go from where you are right now to 

making over $314,900 per month. In fact his business is on track to do over 

50 million dollars in revenue this year. 

 

Imagine if you could replicate even a fraction of his success. 

 

He really is one of the best at teaching this business model (even better 

than me) and his results speak for themselves. 

 

If you grab this case-study right now, you’ll be able to immediately see 
exactly how you can use someone else’s product to build your own business, 

starting today.  

 

 

 

http://warriorwill.com/pp/case-study.html
http://warriorwill.com/pp/case-study.html
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Inside this case-study you’ll discover: 
 

 

 

 

 (Page 23) the biggest misconception about the Internet Marketing 

industry that only 3% (the top earners) know about… 

 

 (Page 30) why vending machines and lemon juice squeezers are vital 

to the success of your business… 

 

 (Page 33) the 4 main leverage points that transformed his business 

into a multiple six-figure income source, in less than 3 months… 

 

 (Page 37) the single reason why you’re not making as much money 
as you’d like to in your business, and how to fix it right away… 

 
 (Page 59) how you can access a bunch of high-quality in demand 

products and get the Piggyback Business Model working for you… 

 

 and a whole lot more. 

 

At the very least, you’ll definitely be able to spot when an internet marketer 
is using the Piggyback Business Model.  

 

http://warriorwill.com/pp/case-study.html
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Here’s My Promise To You 
 

Matt and I are going to give you access to this case-study for just $1.  

 

Normally, it’s $9.95. That’s the price I need to charge to pay my bills and to 
make a small profit. After all, I’ve got to pay for my advertising and other 

expenses.  

 

You’re going to pay $1 for this report and you’ll get 7 days to read it. 

If you don’t think it’s useful, I will give you your $1 back.  
 

In fact here is my personal Facebook page. If you don’t like the case-study, 

contact me personally and I will have your refund taken care of immediately. 

 

But if you do think that you’ve learned something, all I ask is that you pay 
the remaining $8.95 in 7 days’ time so that I can pay my bills and keep 

helping marketers like you uncover the secrets of online marketing. 

 

Sound fair enough? Grab the case-study here >> 

 

 

You Can Take Action Now 

OR 

You Can Spend More Money On 

Advice You Don’t Need 
 

It’s your choice. 

 

You can learn from this real case study that shows you the Piggyback 

Business Model in action, or you can continue to spend money on products 

that don’t work and won’t make you any money. 

 

http://warriorwill.com/pp/case-study.html
https://www.facebook.com/will.riley.7543
http://warriorwill.com/pp/case-study.html
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Remember, it’s time you stopped being an online marketing 

consumer and start making this an actual source of income.  

 

You owe it to yourself. You deserve the success other people are already 

having. So click below and grab this case study right now. 

 

 

Click Here to Get Access to 

This Special Case Study for Just $1 
 

 

To Your Success, 

 

Will Riley 

Internet Marketer 

 

P.S. In this business, proof is everything. But I don’t want to just show you 
my results. I want you to realize ordinary people can achieve these results 

as well. I am talking about real people getting real results using this exact 

same Piggyback Business model. Check them out below… 

 

 

 

 

 

http://warriorwill.com/pp/case-study.html
http://warriorwill.com/pp/case-study.html
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These People Are Already Benefiting 

From the ‘Piggyback Business Model’.  
Want to Join Them? Click Here >> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://warriorwill.com/pp/case-study.html
http://warriorwill.com/pp/case-study.html
http://warriorwill.com/pp/case-study.html

